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Prinipal Gelfand pairs
Oksana Yakimova
Let X = G/K be a onneted Riemannian homogeneous spae of a real Lie group G. We
assume that the ation G : X of G on X is loally effetive, i.e., K ontains no non-trivial
onneted entral subgroups of G. Denote by D(X)G the algebra of G-invariant differential
operators on X and by P(T ∗X)G the algebra of G-invariant funtions on T ∗X polynomial
on fibres. It is well known that P(T ∗X)G is a Poisson algebra, the Poisson braket being
indued by the ommutator in D(X)G.
The homogeneous spae X is alled ommutative or the pair (G,K) is alled a Gelfand
pair if the following three equivalent onditions are satisfied:
1) the algebra of K-invariant measures on X with ompat support is ommutative with
respet to the onvolution;
2) the algebra D(X)G is ommutative;
3) the algebra P(T ∗X)G is ommutative with respet to the Poisson braket.
The equivalene of the first two onditions was proved by Thomas [22℄ and Helgason [9℄,
independently. Evidently, ondition 3) is a onsequene of 2). The inverse impliation is
reently proved by Rybnikov [21℄. Commutative spaes an also be haraterised by several
other onditions. For instane, X is ommutative if and only if the representation of G in
L2(X) has a simple spetrum, see [5℄.
Symmetri Riemannian homogeneous spaes introdued by

Elie Cartan are ommutative.
The theory of symmetri spaes is well developed. Works of

Elie Cartan and Helgason
desribe their struture and also deal with harmoni analysis on suh manifolds. One an
hope that some day ommutative spaes will be as thoroughly studied as symmetri spaes.
We denote Lie algebras of Lie groups by orresponding small gothi letters, for example,
g = LieG and k = LieK.
Definition 1. A real or omplex linear Lie group with finitely many onneted omponents
is said to be redutive if it is ompletely reduible.
If X is a ommutative homogeneous spae of G, then, up to the loal isomorphism, G
has a fatorisation G = N ⋋ L, where N is a nilpotent radial of G, K ⊂ L, L and K have
the same invariants in R[n] and [[n, n], n] = 0, see [23℄. Without loss of generality we may
assume that the enter of L is ompat and the ommutator group L′ of L is a real form of
some omplex semisimple group. Hene, L is a redutive group. For a redutive Lie group
F ating on a linear spae V , we denote by F∗(V ) a generi stabiliser for this ation. The
stabiliser of a point y ∈ V is denoted by Fy. Set m := l/k. In setion 1 we prove the following
riterion of ommutativity.
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Theorem 0.1. X = (N ⋋ L)/K is ommutative if and only if all of the following three
onditions hold:
i) R[n]L = R[n]K ;
ii) for any point γ ∈ n∗ the homogeneous spae Lγ/Kγ is ommutative;
iii) for any point β ∈ m∗ the homogeneous spae (N ⋋Kβ)/Kβ is ommutative.
Let F be a omplex redutive Lie group and H ⊂ F a redutive subgroup.
Definition 2. An affine omplex F -variety X is alled spherial if a Borel subgroup B(F ) ⊂
F has an open orbit in X . If X is a linear spae and a spherial F -variety then it is alled
a spherial representation of F . If a homogeneous spae F/H is spherial, then the pair
(F,H) and the subgroup H are also alled spherial.
Let G be a real form of a omplex redutive group G(C). Suppose K ⊂ G is a ompat
subgroup. We all the real homogeneous spae G/K, the subgroup K and the pair (G,K)
spherial if the omplexifiation X(C) = G(C)/K(C) is a spherial G(C)-variety.
The ommutative homogeneous spaes of redutive Lie groups are just the real forms
of the spherial affine homogeneous spaes, see, for example, [23℄. The theory of spherial
homogeneous spaes is well developed, in partiular, they are lassified in [11℄, [6℄ and [16℄.
Note that [6℄ deals only with so-alled prinipal homogeneous spaes (see Definition 5 in the
third part of the present artile). In [16℄ one type of non-prinipal spherial homogeneous
spaes is desribed. The final lassifiation is obtained in [25℄. The real forms of homogeneous
spherial spaes, i.e., ommutative homogeneous spaes are expliitly desribed in [25℄.
Let X = (N ⋋L)/K be a ommutative homogeneous spae. Denote by P the ineffetive
kernel of the ation L : n. Evidently, P is a normal subgroup of L and G. Due to (i) we
have L/P ⊂ O(n). Hene the group Lγ is redutive for any γ ∈ n
∗
, so in (ii) we an replae
the word ommutative by spherial and look up the given homogeneous spae in the list.
Beause the orbits of the ompat group K in n are separated by polynomial invariants,
L and K have the same invariants in R[n] if and only if they have the same orbits. In other
words, ondition (i) means that there is a fatorisation L = L∗(n)K or equivalently L/P is
a produt of L∗(n)/P and K/(K ∩ P ). All nontrivial fatorisations of ompat groups into
produts of two subgroups are lassified by Onishhik [18℄. The lassifiation results are also
niely presented in [19, Chapter 4℄.
Commutativity is a loal property, i.e., it depends only on the pair of algebras (g, k), see
[23℄. We assume that both G and K are onneted, N is simply onneted, L = Z(L) ×
L1 × ... × Lm, where Z(L) stands for the onneted entre of L and Li are onneted non-
ommutative simple groups. We also assume that Li are real forms of simply onneted
omplex simple groups and the ation of a fator group Z(L)/(Z(L) ∩ P 0) on n is effetive.
It an happen, that for a given pair (g, k), there is no effetive pair (G,K) satisfying these
assumptions, so we admit not only effetive ations G : (G/K) but loally effetive as well.
In tables and theorems we write Un instead of U1×SUn and sometimes SOn instead of Spinn.
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Suppose X = (N ⋋ L)/K is ommutative. Let z0 ⊂ [n, n] be an L-invariant subspae
and Z0 ⊂ N a orresponding onneted subgroup. Then the homogeneous spae X/Z0 =
((N/Z0) ⋋ L)/K is also ommutative, see [23℄. The passage from X to X/Z0 is alled a
entral redution. A ommutative homogeneous spae is said to be maximal, if it an not
be obtained by a non-trivial entral redution from a larger one. We onsider only maximal
ommutative homogeneous spaes. All ommutative homogeneous spaes ould be obtained
as their entral redutions.
Definition 3. A homogeneous spae G/K is alled indeomposable if it annot be repre-
sented as a produt G1/K1 ×G2/K2, where G = G1 ×G2, K = K1 ×K2 and Ki ⊂ Gi.
Obviously, G1/K1×G2/K2 is ommutative if and only if both spaes G1/K1 and G2/K2
are ommutative. Hene, for the lassifiation of ommutative homogeneous spaes it is
enough to desribe indeomposable ones.
Denote by Hn the 2n+1 dimensional Heisenberg group, i.e., hn = LieHn ∼= Cn ⊕ R.
Simply onneted ommutative groups are denoted by Rn or Cn. The simplest and most
important results are obtained for simple L.
Theorem 0.2. Suppose X = (N ⋋ L)/K is an indeomposable ommutative spae, where
L is simple, L 6= K and n 6= 0. Then X is one of the following eight spaes.
(H2n ⋋ SU2n)/Spn; (R
7 ⋋ SO7)/G2; ((R8 × R2)⋋ SO8)/Spin7;
(C2n ⋋ SU2n)/Spn; (R
8 ⋋ Spin7)/Spin6; (R
8 ⋋ SO8)/Spin7;
(R2n ⋋ SO2n)/SUn; (R8 ⋋ SO8)/(Sp2 × SU2).
First we desribe ommutative homogeneous spaes satisfying ondition
(∗) L 6= K and the ation L : n is loally effetive, i.e., P is finite.
Theorem 0.3. Suppose a ommutative homogeneous spae X = G/K satisfies ondi-
tion (∗). Then any non-ommutative normal subgroup of K different from SU2 is ontained
in some simple diret fator of L.
In the present work we impose on X two tehnial onditions of prinipality and Sp1-
saturation, see setions 3 and 5 for preise definitions and explanations. The first ondition
onerns the embedding of the onneted entre of K into L and the ation of the onneted
entre of L on n. The seond ondition desribes the behaviour of normal subgroups ofK and
L isomorphi to Sp1. Example 6 in the beginning of Setion 5 shows, that the lassifiation
in the general ase requires a lot of tedious alulations.
Theorem 0.4. Let X = (N ⋋ L)/K be a maximal prinipal indeomposable ommutative
homogeneous spae satisfying ondition (∗). Suppose there is a simple normal subgroup
L1 ✁ L, suh that L1 6= SU2 and L1 6⊂ K. Then either L is simple (and X is listed in
Theorem 0.2) or X is one of the following two spaes: (H2n⋋U2n)/(Spn ·U1), ((R
8×R2)⋋
(SO8 × SO2))/(Spin7 × SO2).
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These additional spaes are essentially the same as the spaes from Theorem 0.2. All of
them are listed in Table 2b (setion 2).
A ommutative homogeneous spae (N⋋L)/K is said to be of Heisenberg type if L = K.
Reently ommutative homogeneous spaes of Heisenberg type were intensively studied by
several people, see, e.g., [3℄, [13℄, [17℄, [23℄, [24℄.
The following theorem is the main result of this artile.
Theorem 0.5. Any indeomposable maximal prinipal Sp1-saturated ommutative homo-
geneous spae belongs to the one of the following four lasses:
1) affine spherial homogeneous spaes of redutive real Lie groups;
2) homogeneous spaes listed in Table 2b;
3) homogeneous spaes ((Rn⋋SOn)×SOn)/SOn, ((Hn⋋Un)×SUn)/Un, where the normal
subgroups SOn and SUn of K are diagonally embedded into SOn × SOn and SUn × SUn,
respetively;
4) ommutative homogeneous spaes of Heisenberg type.
Commutative homogeneous spaes of Heisenberg type are onsidered in the sixth setion.
In this ase D(G/K)G ∼= U(n)K , where U(n) is the universal enveloping algebra of n. If n is
ommutative then obviously G/K is also ommutative and it is alled a ommutative spae
of Eulidian type. We assume that n is not ommutative.
Consider a homogeneous spae (N⋋K)/K. Suppose n is at most two-step nilpotent and
[n, n] is a trivial K-module. We an deompose n into an K-invariant sum n = (w⊕ z)⊕ V ,
where V is an abelian ideal and [w,w] = z. Any point α ∈ z∗ determines a skew-symmetri
form αˆ on w, namely αˆ(ξ, η) = α([ξ, η]) for ξ, η ∈ w. The form αˆ is non-degenerate for
a generi α. The omplexifiation w(C) is an orthogonal and a sympleti representation
of K(C) at the same time. Hene it is reduible w(C) = W ⊕ W ∗. Aording to [3℄
and [27℄, (N ⋋ K)/K is ommutative if and only if W is a spherial representation of the
omplexifiation K∗(V )(C) of K∗(V ). In the simplest situation when V = 0 the statement
means that W is a spherial representation of K(C).
Spherial representations of redutive Lie groups are lassified by Ka [10℄ (irreduible
representations), Brion [7℄, finally by Benson and Ratliff [4℄ and Leahy [14℄, independently.
Historial omments and the lassifiation result an be found in [12℄. The list of ommuta-
tive homogeneous spaes (N ⋋K)/K, where N is a produt of several Heisenberg groups,
is given in [3℄. That artile also laims to lassify all ommutative homogeneous spaes
(N ⋋K)/K with n = (w⊕ z)⊕ V , where V is an abelian ideal and w⊕ z is a diret sum of
several Heisenberg algebras. The authors of [3℄ erroneously assume that if for a subgroup H
with LieH = w⊕ z the homogeneous spae (H ⋋K)/K is ommutative, then (N ⋋K)/K
is also ommutative. The simplest ounterexample is ((C2×H2)⋋ SU2)/SU2. This spae is
not ommutative aording to [23℄, but (H2 ⋋ SU2)/SU2 is ommutative.
Commutative homogeneous spaes of Heisenberg type with an irreduible ation K :
4
(n/n′) are lassified in [23℄ and [24℄. Generally, n is a sum of a ommutative ideal and
algebras listed in [23, Table 3℄ and [24℄. But the sum annot be arbitrary.
The lassifiation of saturated ommutative homogeneous spaes of Heisenberg type was
announed in [27℄. The ondition of saturation is a little bit stronger than both onditions
of prinipality and Sp1-saturation. We present the result of [27℄ in Table 4 and give a
proof.
We will frequently use the following results of [23℄.
Proposition 1. [23, Corollaries to Proposition 10℄ Let G/K be ommutative. Then
1) for any normal subgroup N ⊂ G the homogeneous spae G/NK = (G/N)/(K/(N ∩
K)) is ommutative;
2) for any ompat subgroup F ⊂ G ontaining K the homogeneous spae G/F is om-
mutative;
3) for any subgroup F ⊂ G ontaining K the homogeneous spae F/K is ommutative.
We fix some additional notation.
G′ is the ommutator group of G;
G(C) is the omplexifiation of a real group G;
B(G(C)) and U(G(C)) ⊂ B(G(C)) are a Borel and a maximal unipotent subgroups of a
redutive group G(C);
X/G stands for the ategorial quotient of an affine algebrai variety X by the ation
of a redutive group G.
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1. Commutativity riterion
Let U(g) stand for the universal enveloping algebra of g. There is a natural filtration:
U0(g) ⊂ U1(g) ⊂ . . . ⊂ Um(g) ⊂ . . . ,
where Um(g) ⊂ U(g) onsists of all elements of order at most m.
The Poisson braket on the symmetri algebra S(g) = grU(g) is determined by the
formula
{a+ Un−1(g), b+ Um−1(g)} = [a, b] + Un+m−2(g) ∀a ∈ Un(g), b ∈ Um(g).
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Let X = G/K be a Riemannian homogeneous spae. It is well known, see, for example, [23℄,
that there is an isomorphism of the assoiated graded algebras:
grU(g)K/(U(g)k)K = grD(X)G = P(T ∗X)G = S(g/k)K .
The spae (U(g)k)K is an ideal of U(g)K , also (S(g)k)K is a Poisson ideal of S(g)K . The
well defined Poisson braket on the fator S(g)K/(S(g)k)K ∼= S(g/k)K oinides up to a sign
with the Poisson braket on P(T ∗X)G. In partiular, X is ommutative if and only if the
Poisson algebra S(g/k)K is ommutative.
Suppose X = (N⋋L)/K is ommutative. Then, as proved in [23℄, the following ondition
holds
i) R[n]L = R[n]K .
The orbits of a ompat group are separated by polynomial invariants. Hene (i) is fulfilled
if and only if L and K have the same orbits on n. There is a K-invariant positive-definite
symmetri bilinear form on n whih is automatially L-invariant. In partiular, vetor spaes
n and n∗ are isomorphi as L-modules. Therefore, ad∗(k)γ = ad∗(l)γ for eah point γ ∈ n∗
and hene l = k+ lγ. Moreover, the natural restrition
τ : l∗ −→ l∗γ
(whih is also a homomorphism of Lγ-modules) determines an isomorphism of Kγ-modules
(l/k)∗ and (lγ/kγ)
∗
.
Reall that g = l+ n, where n is a nilpotent ideal and l is a redutive subalgebra. Let nˇ
and lˇ be ommutative Lie algebras of dimensions dim n and dim l, respetively. We determine
new Lie algebras gˇ1 = l+ nˇ and gˇ2 = lˇ⊕ n, where lˇ, nˇ are ommutative ideals and nˇ ∼= n as
an l-modules.
Denote by { , }l and { , }n the Poisson brakets on S(gˇ1) and S(gˇ2). There is a K-
invariant bi-grading S(g) =
⊕
Sn,l(g), where Sn,l(g) = Sn(n)Sl(l). We identify elements of
S(g) with the orresponding elements of S(gˇ1) and S(gˇ2).
Lemma 1. We have
{ξ, η} = {ξ, η}n+ {ξ, η}l, with {ξ, η}n ∈ S
n+n′−1,l+l′(g), {ξ, η}l ∈ S
n+n′,l+l′−1(g).
for any bi-homogeneous elements ξ ∈ Sn,l(g), η ∈ Sn
′,l′(g). In other words, the Poisson
braket on S(g) is a diret sum of the brakets { , }n and { , }l.
Proof. The Poisson braket of bi-homogeneous elements ξ = ξ1...ξn, η = η1...ηm ∈ S(g) is
given by the formula
{ξ, η} =
∑
i,j
[ξi, ηj ]ξ1...ξ̂i...ξnη1...η̂j ...ηm. (1)
This expression for {ξ, η} ontains summands of three different types, depending on whether
ξi and ηj are elements of l or n. Beause [l, n] ⊂ n and l, n are subalgebras, if ξi, ηj ∈ n, then
[ξi, ηj] ∈ S
n+n′−1,l+l′(g), otherwise [ξi, ηj ] ∈ S
n+n′,l+l′−1(g).
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We suppose that kˇ is embedded into lˇ as a ommutative subalgebra of dimension dim k.
We also denote by { , }n and { , }l the orresponding Poisson brakets on the Poisson fators
S(gˇ2/kˇ)
K = S(gˇ2)
K/(S(gˇ2)kˇ)
K
and S(gˇ1/k)
K = S(gˇ1)
K/(S(gˇ1)k)
K
, where the ations K : gˇi
are the same as K : g. We have {a, b}l ∈ S
n+n′,l+l′−1(g/k) and {a, b}n ∈ S
n+n′−1,l+l′(g/k) for
any a ∈ Sn,l(g/k), b ∈ Sn
′,l′(g/k) (a, b ∈ S(g/k)K).
Lemma 2. The Poisson braket on S(g/k)K is of the form { , } = { , }n+ { , }l.
Proof. This is a straightforward onsequene of Lemma 1.
Corollary 1. Let G/K be a ommutative homogeneous spae and Nˇ a simply onneted
ommutative Lie group with a Lie algebra nˇ. Set Gˇ := Nˇ ⋋ L. Then Gˇ/K is also ommu-
tative.
Theorem 1. The homogeneous spae X = (N ⋋ L)/K is ommutative if and only if all of
the following three onditions hold:
i) R[n]L = R[n]K ;
ii) for any point γ ∈ n∗ the homogeneous spae Lγ/Kγ is ommutative;
iii) for any point β ∈ (l/k)∗ the homogeneous spae (N ⋋Kβ)/Kβ is ommutative.
Remark 1. The statement of the theorem remains true if we replae arbitrary points by
generi points in onditions (ii) and (iii).
Proof. As was already mentioned, Vinberg proved in [23℄ that the ondition (i) holds for
any ommutative spae. So let us assume that it is fulfilled.
Let γ be a point in n∗. Reall that the Kγ-modules l/k and lγ/kγ are isomorphi. Hene,
S(l/k) is isomorphi to S(lγ/kγ) as a graded assoiative algebra and also as a Kγ-module.
Consider the homomorphism
ϕγ : S(g/k) −→ S(g/k)/(ξ − γ(ξ) : ξ ∈ n) = S(l/k) = S(lγ/kγ).
Evidently, ϕγ(S(g/k)
K) ⊂ S(lγ/kγ)
Kγ
.
Let ξ ∈ lγ, η ∈ n. Then γ({ξ, η}) = γ([ξ, η]) = −[ad
∗(ξ)γ](η) = 0 = {ξ, γ(η)}.
It an easily be dedued from the above statement and from the formula (1), that for
arbitrary bi-homogeneous elements a, b ∈ S(g/k)K , whih an be regarded as elements of
S((lγ ⊕ n)/kγ), we have
ϕγ({a, b}l) = {ϕγ(a), ϕγ(b)},
where the seond braket is the Poisson braket on S(lγ/kγ)
Kγ
. In other words, ϕγ is a
homomorphism of the Poisson algebras S(gˇ1/k)
K
and S(lγ/kγ)
Kγ
.
Reall that m = (l/k). We repeat the proedure for the point β ∈ m∗. Consider the
homomorphism
ϕβ : S(g/k) −→ S(g/k)/(ξ − β(ξ) : ξ ∈ m) = S(n).
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Clearly, ϕβ(S(g/k)
K) ⊂ S(n)Kβ . Note that ϕβ is a homomorphism of Poisson algebras
S(gˇ2/kˇ)
K
and S(n)Kβ . For arbitrary bi-homogeneous elements a, b ∈ S(g/k)K we have
ϕβ({a, b}n) = {ϕβ(a), ϕβ(b)}.
Here the seond braket is a Poisson braket on S(n)Kβ .
Now we show that homomorphisms ϕγ and ϕβ are surjetive. We have S(g) = R[g∗],
S(g/k)K = R[(g/k)∗]K = R[(g/k)∗/K] and S(lγ/kγ)Kγ = R[m∗/Kγ], S(n)Kβ = R[n∗/Kβ].
Note that
m∗/Kγ ∼= (Kγ ×m
∗)/K ⊂ (g/k)∗/K;
n∗/Kβ ∼= (n
∗ ×Kβ)/K ⊂ (g/k)∗/K.
Moreover, Kγ andKβ are losed in n∗ and m∗, respetively. Hene the subsets (Kγ⊕m∗)/K
and (n∗⊕Kβ)/K are losed in (g/k)∗/K. Thus, the restritions R[(g/k)∗]K → R[Kγ⊕m∗]K
and R[(g/k)∗]K → R[n∗ ⊕ Kβ]K are surjetive. It is therefore proved that ϕγ and ϕβ are
surjetive.
(⇐=) Suppose onditions (ii) and (iii) are satisfied. Clearly, X is ommutative if and only
if both Poisson brakets { , }n and { , }l equal zero on S(g/k)
K
. If {a, b}l 6= 0 for some
elements a, b ∈ S(g/k)K then there is a (generi) point γ ∈ n∗ suh that ϕγ({a, b}l) 6=
0. But ϕγ({a, b}l) = {ϕγ(a), ϕγ(b)} = 0. Analogously, if {a, b}n 6= 0 for some elements
a, b ∈ S(g/k)K then there is a (generi) point β ∈ m∗ suh that ϕβ({a, b}l) 6= 0. But
ϕβ({a, b}l) = {ϕβ(a), ϕβ(b)} = 0.
(=⇒) Suppose X is ommutative. Then both Poisson brakets { , }n and { , }l vanish
on S(g/k)K . Hene {ϕγ(a), ϕγ(b)} = 0, {ϕβ(a), ϕβ(b)} = 0 for any a, b ∈ S(g/k)
K
. The
homomorphisms ϕγ and ϕβ are surjetive, so the Poisson algebras S(lγ/kγ)
Kγ
and S(n)Kβ
are ommutative.
2. Properties of ommutative spaes
Suppose X = G/K = (N ⋋ L)/K is a ommutative homogeneous spae. Denote by P
the ineffetive kernel of the ation L : n. Note that P is a normal subgroup of L and G.
Due to (i) we have L/P ⊂ O(n). Hene, the stabiliser Lγ is redutive for any γ ∈ n
∗
and
the generi stabiliser L∗(n) is also redutive. Condition (i) holds if and only if L = L∗(n)K
or equivalently L/P is a produt of L∗(n)/P and K/(K ∩ P ). All nontrivial fatorisations
of ompat groups as produts of two subgroups are lassified by Onishhik [18℄. The group
Lγ is redutive, hene the homogeneous spae Lγ/Kγ onsidered in (ii), is ommutative if
and only if it is spherial.
Definition 4. Let M , F , G, K be Lie groups, with F ⊂ M and K ⊂ G. The pair (M,F )
is alled an extension of (G,K) if
G $M, M = GF, K = F ∩G.
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Condition (i) means that (L,K) is an extension of (L∗(n), K∗(n)).
Evidently, G/P = N ⋋ (L/P ) and (G/P )/[K/(K ∩ P )] is a ommutative homogeneous
spae of G/P . In this setion we are interested in ommutative spaes satisfying ondition
(∗) L 6= K and the ation L : n is loally effetive, i.e., P is finite.
In partiular, this ondition means that L is ompat.
Lemma 3. Let a symmetri pair (M = F × F, F ) with a simple ompat group F be an
extension of a spherial pair (G,H). Then G ontains either F × {e} or {e} × F .
Proof. Let G1 and G2 be the images of the projetions of G onto the first and the seond
fators respetively. The group G1 × G2 ats spherially on F ∼= M/F ∼= G/H . If neither
G1 nor G2 equals F , then due to [2, Theorem 4℄ we have dimB(Gi(C)) ≤ dimU(F (C)).
Hene, dimB((G1 × G2)(C)) ≤ 2 dimU(F (C)) < dimF (C) and the ation (G1 × G2) : F
annot be spherial. Assume that G1 = F but F × {e} is not ontained in G. Then G ∼= F
and H = {e}. But the pair (F, {e}) annot be spherial.
Lemma 4. Suppose a ompat group F ⊂ Spn ats irreduibly on H
n
and F |ξH = Sp1 for
every ξ ∈ Hn, ξ 6= 0. Then F = Spn.
Proof. Let F (C) ⊂ Sp2n(C) be the omplexifiation of F . Then F (C) ats on a generi
subspae C2 ⊂ C2n as SL2(C). Hene it ats on C2n loally transitively. It was proved by
Panyushev [20℄ in a lassifiation-free way, that F (C) = Sp2n(C).
Lemma 5. Suppose l ⊂ so(V ) is a Lie algebra. Let l1 be a non-abelian simple ideal of
l. Denote by π the projetion onto l1. If π(l∗(V )) = l1 and W1 is a non-trivial irreduible
l-submodule of V that is also non-trivial as an l1-module, then l1 = su2 and W1 is of the
form H1 ⊗H Hn, where l ats on Hn as spn.
Proof. Set l = l1⊕l2. We may assume that V =W1. The vetor spae V an be deomposed
into a tensor produt V = V1,1 ⊗D V
1
1 of l1 and l2-modules, where D is one of R, C or H.
Here l1 ats trivially on V
1
1 and l2 ats trivially on V1,1. Both ations l1 : V1,1 and l2 : V
1
1 are
irreduible.
Let x = x1,1 ⊗ x
1
1 ∈ V be a non-zero deomposable vetor. Beause V1,1 is a non-
trivial irreduible l1-module, (l1)x 6= l1. We have l∗ ⊂ lx up to onjugation. Evidently,
lx ⊂ n1(x) ⊕ n2(x), where ni(x) = {ξ ∈ li : ξx ∈ Dx}. Sine l1 = π(l∗) ⊂ n1(x), we
have n1(x) = l1. Hene, Dx1,1 is an l1-invariant subspae of V1,1. Thus V1,1 = Dx1,1 and
l1 ⊂ gl1(D). If D equals R or C, gl1(D) is ommutative. If D = H then l1(x) ⊂ sp1. Thus we
have shown that l1 = sp1 = su2 and W1 = H
1 ⊗H Hn. Moreover, l2|Hx = sp1. To onlude,
notie that l has to at on Hn as spn by Lemma 4.
Set L∗ := L∗(n), K∗ := K∗(n). Reall that there is a fatorisation L = Z(L)×L1×...×Lm.
Denote by πi the projetion onto Li.
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Theorem 2. Suppose a ommutative homogeneous spae X = G/K satisfies ondition (∗).
Then any non-ommutative normal subgroup of K distint from SU2 is ontained in some
simple fator of L.
Proof. Assume K1 is a normal subgroup of K having non-trivial projetions onto, say, L1
and L2. Consider the subgroup M = Z(L) × π1(K) × π2(K) × L3 × ... × Lm. Evidently,
K ⊂ M . Without loss of generality we an replae L by M or better assume from the
beginning that Li = πi(K) = πi(K1) ∼= K1 (i = 1, 2). Denote by π1,2 the projetion onto
L1×L2. Aording to ondition (i), L1×L2 = K1π1,2(L∗). Reall that due to ondition (ii),
L∗/K∗ is ommutative, hene (L∗, K∗) is a spherial pair. The pair (π1,2(L∗), π1,2(K∗)) is
also spherial as a fator of a spherial pair. Clearly, π1,2(K∗) ⊂ π1,2(K)∩π1,2(L∗). Thus the
symmetri pair (L1×L2, K1) is an extension of the spherial pair (π1,2(L∗), π1,2(K)∩π1,2(L∗)).
By Lemma 3 the group π1,2(L∗) ontains L1 or L2 (we an assume that it ontains L1). Then
π1(L∗) = L1 and by Lemma 5 we have L1 = SU2.
In Table 1 we present the list of all fatorisations of ompat simple Lie algebras obtained
in [18℄. Here g1, g2 are subalgebras of g, g = g1 + g2, u = g1 ∩ g2. In all ases n > 1, ϕ1 and
ϕ2 are the restritions of the defining representation of the omplexifiation g(C) to g1(C)
and g2(C) (whose highest weights are indiated), ̟m are the fundamental weights, I1 is the
trivial representation.
Table 1.
g g1 ϕ1 g2 ϕ2 u
su2n spn ̟1 su2n−1 ̟1 + I1 spn−1
su2n−1 ⊕ R spn−1 ⊕ R
so2n+4 so2n+3 ̟1 + I1 sun+2 ̟1 +̟n+1 sun+1
sun+2 ⊕ R sun+1 ⊕ R
so4n so4n−1 ̟1 + I1 spn ̟1 +̟1 spn−1
spn ⊕ R spn−1 ⊕ R
spn ⊕ su2 spn−1 ⊕ su2
so16 so15 ̟1 + I1 so9 ̟4 so7
so8 so7 ̟3 so7 ̟1 + I1 G2
so7 G2 ̟1 so5 ̟1 + I1 + I1 su2
so5 ⊕ R su2 ⊕ R
so6 ̟1 + I1 su3
Note that in Table 1 all algebras g1 are simple; if g2 is not simple, then g2 = g3 ⊕ a,
where g3 is simple, a = R or a = su2 and g = g1 + g3.
Suppose X = (N ⋋ L)/K is ommutative and K 6= L. Let L1 6= SU2 be a simple non-
ommutative normal subgroup of L suh that π1(K) 6= L1 and L1 6⊂ P . Due to Lemma 5 and
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Theorem 1 there is a non-trivial fatorisation L1 = π1(K)π1(L∗). Beause L1 is ompat,
this equality holds if and only if l1 = π1(k) + π1(l∗). Note that if X satisfies ondition (∗),
then no simple fator Li of L is ontained in P . Besides, if X satisfies ondition (∗) and
Li 6= SU2, then, by Theorem 2, πi(K) 6= Li if and only if Li 6⊂ K.
Let X = (N ⋋ L)/K be ommutative and L1 be a simple normal subgroup of L suh
that π1(K) 6= L1 and L1 6⊂ P . Let Vˆ stand for the sum of those irreduible L-invariant
subspaes of n, on whih L1 ats non-trivially. Denote by Pˆ the identity omponent of the
ineffetive kernel of L : Vˆ . Set Lˆ = L/Pˆ . The group Lˆ an be onsidered as the maximal
onneted subgroup of L, whih ats on Vˆ loally effetively. Denote by Kˆ the image of the
projetion of K onto Lˆ, i.e., Kˆ ∼= K/(K ∩ Pˆ ). Clearly, Vˆ need not be a subalgebra of n, but
it an be onsidered as a fator algebra. Let aˆ stand for the maximal L-invariant subspae
of n on whih L1 ats trivially. Evidently, aˆ is a subalgebra. Moreover, beause different
L-invariant summands of n ommute, see [23, Proposition 15℄, it is an ideal. We identify Vˆ
with n/aˆ.
Proposition 2. All triples (Lˆ, Kˆ, Vˆ ) whih an be obtained from a ommutative spae X
as a result of the proedure desribed above are ontained in Table 2b.
Proof. The homogeneous spae (Vˆ ⋋L)/K is ommutative. Let L = L1×L
1×Z(L), where
L1 is the produt of all simple fators of L exept L1. The spae Vˆ an be represented as a
sum
Vˆ = (V1,1 ⊗D1 V
1
1 )⊕ . . .⊕ (V1,p ⊗Dp V
1
p ),
where V1,i are irreduible L1-modules, V
1
i are L
1
-modules, L1 ats trivially on eah V
1
i and L
1
ats trivially on eah V1,i. In eah summand the tensor produt is taken over the skew-field
Di, whih equals R, C or H depending on V1,i and V 1i .
Set V1 := V1,1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ V1,p. Let x1 = x1,1 + . . . + x1,p be a generi vetor of V1. Then
there is a sum of deomposable vetors x := x1,1⊗ x
1
1 + . . .+ x1,p⊗ x
1
p ∈ V , suh that x
1
i are
linearly independent.
Note that (π1(Lx), π1(Kx)) is a spherial pair as a fator of the spherial pair (Lx, Kx).
Clearly, π1(Kx) ⊂ π1(Lx) ∩ π1(K). Aording to ondition (i), L1 = π1(Lx)π1(K). Hene,
the pair (L1, π1(K)) is an extension of the spherial pair (π1(Lx), π1(Lx) ∩ π1(K)).
The generi stabiliser (L1)∗(V1) is defined up to onjugation. We may assume that
(L1)∗(V1) = (L1)x1 ⊂ π1(Lx). Obviously, π1(Lx)x1 ⊂ D1x1,1+. . .+Dpx1,p. Hene, (L1)∗(V1) is
a normal subgroup of π1(Lx) and π1(Lx)/(L1)∗(V1) is loally isomorphi to a diret produt of
(SU2)
k
and (U1)
n
. Reall that there is a non-trivial fatorisation L1 = π1(Lx)π1(K). Looking
in Table 1 one an see that (L1)∗(V1)
0 6= {E}, L1 = π1(Lx)(L1)∗(V1), and π1(Lx)/(L1)∗(V1)
is loally isomorphi to SU2 or U1, or trivial. To onlude the proof, we need the following
lemma.
Lemma 6. All triples (L1, π1(K), V1) whih an be obtained as a result of the above proe-
dure are ontained in Table 2a.
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Proof. As we already know, (L1, π1(K)) is an extension of a spherial pair (π1(Lx), π1(Lx)∩
π1(K)); in partiular, it is spherial. The Lie algebra l1 is simple, hene this extension is
ontained in Table 1. Suppose l1 = g for some g from Table 1 and (g, gi) is an extension of
a spherial pair (gj , u). Then (l1)∗(V1) equals to one of the following three algebras: gj , g
′
j ,
gj/sp1. The last ase is only possible if gj = spn ⊕ sp1. We have to hek if any of these
three algebras is a generi stabiliser for some representation of l1. The representations of
omplex simple algebras with non-trivial generi stabiliser are lassified by

Elashvili [8℄. We
are interested in the real forms of the orthogonal representations with non-trivial generi
stabiliser.
The algebra l1 is either su2n or som. If l1 = su2n, (l1)∗(V1) have to be one of the following
three algebras spn, su2n−1, u2n−1. Aording to [8℄, V1 is either C
2n
or R6 for l1 = su4.
Suppose l1 = som. Aording to [8℄, if m > 15, then V1 is the sum of k opies of Rm and
(l1)∗(V1) = som−k. Table 1 and Kramer's lassifiation [11℄ tell us that k = 1, so gj = som−1
and (gj , u) is spherial only in one ase, namely (so2n+3, sun+1 ⊕ R). For smaller m one has
to hek several ases by diret omputations. The result is given in rows 2a, 2b, 4a and 4b
of Table 2a.
We assume that a triple (L1, π1(K),W ) is ontained in Table 2a, if W is an L1-invariant
subspae of some V1 and (L1, π1(K), V1) is a triple preisely listed in Table 2a.
Proeed to the proof of Proposition 2. As an be easily seen, Table 2a does not ontain
sympleti representations, i.e., those that ould be a fator in a tensor produt over H. It
ontains only one Hermitian representation (in the first line).
SetW1 := V1,1⊗V
1
1 . Our next goal is to desribe all possibleW1. The pair (L1, π1(K), V1,1)
is ontained in Table 2a, i.e., V1,1 is an L1-invariant subspae of V1. In partiular, the tensor
produt in W1 is taken over R or C.
Set n1 = dim V1,1, n2 = dimV
1
1 and s = min(n1, n2) (here we onsider the dimensions
over the same field as the tensor produt in W1.) Let us prove that up to onjugation
[π1(L∗(W1))]
′ = [(L1)ξ1 ∩ ... ∩ (L1)ξs]
′,
where ξi ∈ V1,1 are linear independent generi vetors. In partiular, this equality means that
if dimV1,1 ≤ dimV
1
1 , then [π1(L∗(W1))]
′ = {E}. Note that the right hand side is evidently
a subset of the left hand side. So, it is enough to proof the inlusion ⊂.
The group L1 is ompat, so we an assume that L1 ⊂ On1 if D1 = R or L1 ⊂ Un1 if
D1 = C. Without loss of generality it an be also assumed that the onsidered ation is
L1 · On2 : V1,1 ⊗R V
1
1 or L1 · Un2 : V1,1 ⊗C V
1
1 . The left hand side of the proving equality
ould beome only larger after suh replaement. The required inlusion an be dedued
from a well known fat: if n ≤ m, then the generi stabilisers for On × Om : Rn ⊗ Rm and
Un × Um : Cn ⊗ Cm are Om−n × (Z/2Z)n and Um−n × Un1 , respetively.
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Reall that there should be fatorisations L1 = π1(Kˆ)π1(Lˆ∗) and L1 = π1(Kˆ)[π1(Lˆ∗)]
′
.
This imposes rather strong restritions on s. Thus s = 1 in ases 1a, 1b, 2b, 3 and 4b; s < 3
in ase 2a; s < 4 in ase 4a. If V1 is irreduible L1-module, then Vˆ =W1. Hene, Vˆ = V1 in
ases 1a, 1b, 2b, 3 and 4b. Note that in general
π1(Lˆ∗(Vˆ )) ⊂ π1(Lˆ∗(V1,1 ⊗ V
1
1 ) ∩ . . . ∩ Lˆ∗(V1,p ⊗ V
1
p )).
So there are only a few possibilities for Vˆ and hene for (Lˆ, Kˆ). Namely, p ≤ 2, (dimV 11 +
dimV 12 ) ≤ 2 in ase 2a; and p ≤ 3, (dimV
1
1 + dimV
1
2 + dimV
1
3 ) ≤ 3 in ase 4a. For eah
representation one an easily verify whether onditions (i) and (ii) hold. The result is shown
in Table 2b.
Remark 2. In the first row of Table 2b Vˆ is written as C2n(⊕R). Of ourse, R is a trivial
L-module. So, formally it annot be put into the table. But it is done here to indiate that
in this ase Vˆ an be a non-ommutative subspae of n.
Table 2a.
L1 π1(K) V1
1a SU2n Spn C
2n
1b SU4 U3 R6
2a SO7 G2 R7 ⊕ R7
2b Spin7 Spin6 R
8
Spin5 · U1
3 SO2n SUn R2n
Un
4a SO8 Spin7 R
8 ⊕ R8 ⊕ R8
4b SO8 Sp2 × SU2 R
8
Table 2b.
Lˆ Kˆ Vˆ
1a (S)U2n Spn(·U1) C
2n(⊕R)
1b SU4 U3 R6
2a SO7 G2 R7
2b Spin7 Spin6 R
8
3 SO2n Un R2n
4a SO8 × SO2 Spin7 × SO2 R
8 ⊗ R2
4b SO8 Spin7 R
8 ⊗ R2
4 SO8 Spin7 R
8
4d SO8 Sp2 × SU2 R
8
So far nothing was said about the Lie algebra struture on Vˆ . Denote by nˆ the subalgebra
of n generated by Vˆ , i.e., nˆ = Vˆ + [Vˆ , Vˆ ].
Suppose [Vˆ , Vˆ ] = 0. Then we have a ommutative homogeneous spae (Nˆ⋋Lˆ)/Kˆ, where
Nˆ is a simply onneted ommutative Lie group.
Suppose X = (N ⋋ L)/K is ommutative, L1 6= SU2 is a simple normal subgroup of L,
suh that π1(K) 6= L1, L1 6⊂ P and a triple (Lˆ, Kˆ, Vˆ ) orresponds to L1 in the aforementioned
way. By Proposition 2, (Lˆ, Kˆ, Vˆ ) is ontained in Table 2b.
Lemma 7. If (Lˆ, Kˆ, Vˆ ) is a triple from Table 2b but not from the first row of it, then Vˆ
has to be a ommutative subspae of n.
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Proof. Assume that [Vˆ , Vˆ ] 6= 0. There in an L-invariant surjetion Λ2Vˆ 7→ [Vˆ , Vˆ ]. Beause
representation of L in Λ2Vˆ is ompletely reduible, [Vˆ , Vˆ ] an be regarded as an L-invariant
subspae of Λ2Vˆ . If [Vˆ , Vˆ ] is a non-trivial L1-module, then it is an Lˆ-invariant subspae of Vˆ
(by definition of Vˆ ). Reall that n is nilpotent. Hene, [Vˆ , Vˆ ] 6= Vˆ . In partiular, if Vˆ is an
irreduible Lˆ-module, then L1 has to at on [Vˆ , Vˆ ] trivially. In all rows of Table 2b exept
4b the representation Lˆ : Vˆ is irreduible. The spae Λ2Vˆ ontains non-trivial Lˆ-invariants
only in ases 1a, 4a and 4b.
Consider ase 4a. Here Kˆ∗(m) = SU4 × SO2 and R8⊗R2 = C4⊗RC ∼= C4⊕C4 is a sum
of two isomorphi K∗(m)-modules. Aording to [23, Proposition 15℄, these two submodules
are ommutative and ommute with eah other. Hene, [Vˆ , Vˆ ] = 0. In ase 4b Vˆ = R8⊕R8
is a sum of two isomorpih Lˆ-modules. Hene, it is ommutative.
The first ase is different. It orresponds to six ommutative spaes, namely Lˆ an
be either SU2n or U2n. In the seond ase there are also two possibilities Kˆ = Spn or
Kˆ = Spn×U1. Independently nˆ an be either C
2n
or C2n⊕R, with Nˆ being ommutative or
the Heisenberg group H2n. So, the first row gives rise to six ommutative spaes and eah
of the other to only one. In eah ase the ommutativity an easily be proved by means of
Theorem 1. Two ases are onsidered in detail.
Example 1. Let us prove that (Hn ⋋ U2n)/Spn is ommutative. Sine U2n and Spn are
transitive on the sphere in C2n, R[C2n]U2n = R[q] = R[C2n]Spn , where q is the invariant of
degree 2.
The generi stabiliser for Spn : C
2n
is equal to Spn−1. The spae U2n−1/Spn−1 is a ompat
real form of the omplex spherial spae GL2n−1(C)/Sp2n−2(C), and, hene, is ommutative.
So, only (iii) is left. Here we have m = u2n/spn =
∧2C2n. It is a lassial result that
K∗(
∧
C2n) = SU2 × ...× SU2︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
. As a K∗(m)-module n = v1 ⊕ ... ⊕ vn ⊕ R, where vi = C2
for every i. Eah vi is ated upon by its own SU2. Note that [vi, vj] = 0 for i 6= j. For
K∗(m)-invariants we have S(n)
K∗(m) = R[t1, ...tn, ξ], where ti is the quadrati SU2 invariant
in S2(vi) and ξ ∈ h
′
n. Evidently, ti and tj ommute as elements of the Poisson algebra S(n),
and ξ lies in the entre of S(n).
Example 2. The homogeneous spae (R2n ⋋ SO2n)/Un is also ommutative. Here n is om-
mutative, so we do not need to hek ondition (iii). For (i) we have R[R2n]SO2n = R[q] =
R[R2n]Un . It an be easily seen that L∗ = SO2n−1 and K∗ = Un−1. The orresponding
homogeneous spae SO2n−1/Un−1 is spherial by the Kramer's lassifiation [11℄.
Note that the triple (SU4,U3,R6) is loally isomorphi to a triple from row 3 of Table
2b with n=3.
Proposition 3. Suppose X = (N ⋋L)/K is an indeomposable ommutative spae, n 6= 0,
L is simple and L 6= K. Then X is a homogeneous spae from Table 2b.
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Proof. The ation L : n is non-trivial, otherwise X = N × (L/K). Consider the triple
(L,K, Vˆ ) orresponding to L1 = L. By Proposition 2, it is ontained in Table 2b. Assume
that nˆ 6= n and let a be an L-invariant omplement of nˆ in n. By definition of Vˆ , L ats on
a trivially. Thus a is an abelian ideal and X is deomposable X = ((Nˆ ⋋L)/K)×A, where
A ⊂ N and LieA = a.
Lemma 8. Let (N ⋋ L)/K be a ommutative homogeneous spae satisfying ondition (∗)
and K1 ∼= SU2 a normal subgroup of K. Then either K1 ⊂ SO8, where SO8 is a simple
diret fator of L ontained in the row 4d of Table 2b, or K1 is the diagonal of a produt of
at most three simple diret fators of L isomorphi to SU2.
Proof. Suppose πi(K1) 6= {E} and Li 6= SU2. Then πi(K) 6= Li. Consider a triple (Lˆ, Kˆ, Vˆ )
orresponding to Li. By Proposition 2, it is ontained in Table 2b. Note that K1 is a
normal subgroup of Kˆ. Thus Kˆ = Sp2 × SU2, Lˆ = SO8. Assume that K1 has a non-trivial
projetions onto some other simple diret fator of L. Then the pair (SO8×SU2, Sp2×SU2)
with SU2 embedded into SO8 as a entraliser of Sp2 and into SU2 isomorphially, should be
spherial, but it is not. To onlude, note that the pair (SU2 × SU2 × SU2 × SU2, SU2) is
not spherial either.
3. Prinipal ommutative spaes
Let G/K = (N ⋋ L)/K be a ommutative homogeneous spae. Reall that by our
assumptions L = Z(L)×L1×. . . Lm, where Z(L) is the onneted entre of L. The ineffetive
kernel of L : n is denoted by P . Denote by Z(K) the onneted entre of K. Deompose
n/n′ into a sum of irreduible L-invariant subspaes n/n′ = w1 ⊕ ...⊕wp.
Definition 5. Let us all a ommutative homogeneous spae G/K prinipal if P is semisim-
ple, Z(K) = Z = Z(L)×(L1∩Z)×...×(Lm∩Z) and Z(L) = C1×...×Cp, where Ci ⊂ GL(wi).
The lassifiation of ommutative homogeneous spaes an be divided in two parts: the
lassifiation of prinipal ommutative spaes and desription of the possible entres of L and
K in the general ase. Note that Table 2b ontained only two non-prinipal homogeneous
spaes, namely (H2n ⋋ U2n)/Spn and (C
2n ⋋ U2n)/Spn.
Example 3. We have proved that the homogeneous spaes X = (H2n ⋋ SU2n)/Spn and
Y = (H2n⋋U2n)/Spn, where N = H2n is the Heisenberg group with LieH2n = h2n = C
2n⊕R,
are ommutative. Denote by Xm = (H2n ⋋ SU2n)
m/(Spn)
m
the produt of m opies of
X . Let L and K be the produts of m opies of SU2n and Spn respetively. Suppose
F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ (U1)
m
. Then, evidently, ((H2n)
m ⋋ (F2 × L))/(F1 × K) is a ommutative
homogeneous spae, in general indeomposable but non-prinipal.
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The above example is rather simple, beause there are no onditions on F1 and F2. In
other ases the situation is more diffiult. For ommutative homogeneous spaes of redutive
Lie groups the desription of possible entres of L and K is given in [25℄. The same problem
for ommutative homogeneous spaes (Hn ⋋K)/K, where K ⊂ Un is solved in [14℄ and [4℄.
In the present artile we onentrate on prinipal ommutative spaes.
Theorem 3. Let X = (N ⋋ L)/K be a maximal indeomposable prinipal ommutative
homogeneous spae satisfying ondition (∗). Then either X is ontained in Table 2b (and
L′ is simple); or (L,K) is isomorphi to a produt of pairs (SU2× SU2× SU2, SU2), (SU2×
SU2, SU2) or (SU2,U1) and a pair (K
1, K1), where K1 is a ompat Lie group.
Proof. Suppose there is a simple normal subgroup Li 6= SU2 of L, whih is not ontained
in K. Then by Theorem 2 πi(K) 6= Li. Consider the orresponding triple (Lˆ, Kˆ, nˆ). It is
a homogeneous spae from Table 2b. Reall that by definition Lˆ is the maximal onneted
subgroup of L ating on Vˆ loally effetively, Pˆ is the identity omponent of the ineffetive
kernel of L : Vˆ and L = Lˆ · Pˆ . Beause X is prinipal, Z(L) = Cˆ × C1, where Cˆ =
GL(Vˆ ) ∩ Z(L), hene Cˆ ⊂ Lˆ, and C1 ⊂ Pˆ . In partiular, L = Lˆ × Pˆ . Similarly, the
onneted entre Z = Z(K) is a produt Z = Z(L)× Zˆ × Z1, where Zˆ ⊂ Lˆ′ and Z1 ⊂ Pˆ ′.
Aording to Theorem 2 eah normal subgroup Ki 6∼= SU2 of K is ontained in some simple
diret fator of L, hene either in Lˆ or in Pˆ . Suppose a normal subgroup Kj ∼= SU2 of K
is not ontained in any simple diret fator of L. Then, by Lemma 8, it is diagonal in a
produt of at most three diret fators of L isomorphi to SU2. The group Lˆ has no normal
subgroups isomorphi to SU2. Hene, Kj ⊂ Pˆ . Thus Kˆ = Lˆ ∩K. Moreover, K = Kˆ × F ,
where F ⊂ Pˆ . Reall that n = Vˆ ⊕aˆ, where aˆ is an ideal and Li ats on aˆ trivially. Let Aˆ ⊂ N
be a orresponding onneted subgroup. Note that either Lˆ = Li or Lˆ = U1×Li. Anyway Lˆ
ats on aˆ trivially. Thus in ase [Vˆ , Vˆ ] = 0, i.e., nˆ = Vˆ , we have obtained a deomposition
X = ((Nˆ ⋋ Lˆ)/Kˆ) × ((Aˆ⋋ Pˆ )/F ). But X in indeomposable, hene X = (Nˆ ⋋ Lˆ)/Kˆ and
it is ontained in table 2b.
There is only one possibility for non-ommutative nˆ, namely Li = SU2n, n = Vˆ ⊕ z,
where z ∈ aˆ and z ∼= R is a trivial L-module. Let a be an L-invariant omplement of z in
aˆ. If a is a subalgebra (then it is an ideal), we again have a deomposition of X . Assume
that z ⊂ [a, a]. We have an L-invariant deomposition n = a⊕ z⊕ Vˆ , where [a, a] ⊂ a⊕ z,
[Vˆ , Vˆ ] = z and [z, n] = 0. Thus X is a entral redution of ((Nˆ ⋋ Lˆ)/Kˆ)× ((Aˆ⋋ Pˆ )/F ) by
a one dimensional subgroup embedded diagonally into Nˆ ′ × Aˆ′. Hene X is not maximal.
We have proved that if there is a simple normal subgroup Li 6= SU2 of L, whih is not
ontained in K, then X is a homogeneous spae from Table 2. If this is not the ase, then
the spherial pair (L,K) is a produt of the SU2-pairs and (K
1, K1), where K1 ontains
the onneted enter of L and all its simple normal subgroups different from SU2.
The homogeneous spae (Nˆ⋋Lˆ)/Kˆ orresponding to the first row of Table 2b is maximal
if and only if n = h2n, and it is prinipal if and only if Lˆ = SU2n, Kˆ = Spn or Lˆ = U2n,
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Kˆ = U1 · Spn. Homogeneous spaes orresponding to other rows of Table 2b are maximal
and prinipal.
Let X be a ommutative homogeneous spae. Denote by (L△, K△) a spherial subpair
of (L,K) of the type (SU2 × SU2 × SU2, SU2), (SU2,U1) or (SU2 × SU2, SU2) and by π
△
a
projetion onto L△.
Lemma 9. If (L△, K△) = (SU2×SU2×SU2, SU2) or (L
△, K△) = (SU2,U1) then π
△(L∗) =
L△, if (L△, K△) = (SU2 × SU2, SU2) then π
△(L∗) equals L
△
, or SU2 × U1.
Proof. The group SU2 has only trivial fatorisations, besides, (π
△(L∗), π
△(L∗) ∩ K
△) is a
spherial pair. In partiular, π△(L∗)∩K
△
is not empty. This reasoning explains the seond
and the third ases. It remains to observe that in the first ase the group π△(L∗) an not
be SU2 × SU2 × U1, beause the pair (SU2 × SU2 × U1,U1) is not spherial.
We omplete our lassifiation modulo a desription of possible ations of normal sub-
groups of L isomorphi to SU2 on n. This desription is a very intriate problem, whih may
be a subjet of another artile.
4. The ineffetive kernel
Suppose X = (N ⋋ L)/K is a ommutative homogeneous Riemannian spae. Let P be
the ineffetive kernel of the ation L : n. Then L an be deomposed as L = P ·L⋄, where L⋄
is the maximal onneted normal subgroup of L ating on n loally effetively. We assume
that G is not redutive, hene P 6= L. From the lassifiation of spherial pairs we know that
any normal subgroup K1 of K not loally isomorphi to SU2 an have non-trivial projetions
only on two different simple fators of L.
Lemma 10. Let X be ommutative. Suppose a normal subgroup K1 6= SU2 of K is not
ontained in either P or L⋄. Then there are simple fators P1, L
⋄
1 of P , L
⋄
suh that
K1 ⊂ P1 × L
⋄
1, P1
∼= L⋄1
∼= K1. Moreover, either K1 = SOn+1, where n ≥ 4; or K1 = SUn+1,
where n ≥ 2.
Proof. It an be seen from the lassifiation of spherial pairs that K1 ⊂ Li × Lj . We an
assume that K1 ⊂ P1 × L
⋄
1. The ation K1 : n is non-trivial, otherwise K1 would be a
subgroup of P . Denote by πK1 the projetion onto K1 in K and by π1,1 the projetion onto
P1×L
⋄
1 in L. By Lemma 5, π
K
1 (K∗) 6= K1. Reall that (L∗, K∗) is spherial. Hene, the pair
(π1,1(L∗), π1,1(K∗)) is also spherial. Note that L∗ = P ·L
⋄
∗
(n). Hene, π1,1(L∗) = P1×π
⋄
1(L∗),
where π⋄1 is a projetion onto L
⋄
1 in L.
We laim that (K1 × π
K
1 (K∗), π
K
1 (K∗)) is spherial. Without loss of generality, we an
assume that P1 ∼= L
⋄
1
∼= K1. If it is not the ase, we replae L by a smaller subgroup
ontaining K, namely eah of P1 and L
⋄
1 is replaed by a projetion of K onto it. We
illustrate the embedding π1,1(K∗) ⊂ π1,1(L∗) by the following diagram.
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π1,1(L∗) ∼= K1 × π
⋄
1(L∗)
π1,1(K∗) = πK1 (K∗)
;;;;;;;;
||||||||
Beause the pair (π1,1(L∗), π1,1(K∗)) is spherial, (K1 × π
K
1 (K∗), π
K
1 (K∗)) is also spherial.
Aording to the lassifiation of spherial pairs, there are only two possibilities: either K1 =
SOn+1, π
K
1 (K∗) = SOn; or K1 = SUn+1, π
K
1 (K∗) = Un. Assume that P1
∼= K1. If L
⋄
1 is larger
than K1, then (P1×L
⋄
1, π1,1(K)) is one of the following three pairs: (SOn+1×SOn+2, SOn+1);
(Sp2 × Spm+2, Sp2 × Spm); (SUn+1 × SUn+2,Un+1). Reall that L
⋄
1 = π
⋄
1(L∗)π
⋄
1(K). The
group Spm+2 has no non-trivial fatorisation, hene the seond ase is not possible. Also,
we know that π⋄1(L∗) ∩ π
⋄
1(K) ontains SOn or Un, depending on K1. Thus, only one
possibility is left (K1×L
⋄
1, π1,1(K)) = (SU3×SU4,U3). Aording to Table 1, π
⋄
1(L∗) = Sp2,
Sp2 ∩U3 = Sp1×U1. We have π1,1(L∗) = SU3×Sp2. The subgroup π1,1(K∗) is ontained in
Sp1×U1, whih is not spherial in SU3×Sp2. Hene, in this ase the pair (π1,1(L∗), π1,1(K∗))
is not spherial. We illustrate this ase by the following diagram.
π1,1(L∗) = SU3 × Sp2
π1,1(K∗) ⊂ Sp1 × U1
@@@@@@@@@

Thus, we have proved that L⋄1
∼= K1.
To onlude, we show that P1 ∼= K1. Denote by π
P
1 the projetion onto P1. We an
deompose πP1 (K) into a loally diret produt π
P
1 (K)
∼= F ·K1. The subgroups F ·K1 and
F ·πK1 (K∗) are spherial in P1. Moreover, the pairs (P1×K1, F ×K1) and (P1×π
K
1 (K∗), F ×
πK1 (K∗)) are also spherial. There are the same three possibilities for (P1 ×K1, F ×K1), in
whih P1 6= K1, namely: (SUn+2 × SUn+1,Un+1), (Spm+2 × Sp2, Spm × Sp2) and (SOn+2 ×
SOn+1, SOn+1). But even the pair (P1, F ·π
K
1 (K∗)) is not spherial in any of these ases.
Example 4. We show that the homogeneous spaes ((Rn ⋋ SOn) × SOn)/SOn and ((Hn ⋋
Un) × SUn)/Un are ommutative. We have L∗ = SOn × SOn−1 for the first spae and
L∗ = SUn×Un−1 for the seond one, K∗ is either SOn−1 or Un−1. The stabiliser L∗ ontains
the first diret fator and K is the diagonal multiplied by the onneted entre of L. Hene,
L = L∗K. Aording to [6℄ and [16℄, L∗/K∗ is spherial. For the seond spae we have
to hek ondition (iii) of Theorem 1. We have K∗(m) = (U1)
n
. As a K∗(m)-module
n = v1 ⊕ ...⊕ vn ⊕ R, where vi = R2 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Eah vi is ated upon by its own
U1. Note that [vi, vj] = 0 for i 6= j. For K∗(m)-invariants we have S(n)
K∗(m) = R[t1, ...tn, ξ],
where ti is the quadrati U1 invariant in S
2(vi) and ξ ∈ n
′
. Evidently, ti and tj ommute as
elements of the Poisson algebra S(n), and ξ lies in the entre of S(n).
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Note that the homogeneous spae ((Cn⋋Un)×SUn)/Un is a entral redution of ((Hn⋋
Un)× SUn)/Un and it is not maximal.
Theorem 4. Suppose X = (N ⋋ L)/K is a maximal prinipal indeomposable ommuta-
tive homogeneous spae. Then either X is one of the spaes ((Rn ⋋ SOn) × SOn)/SOn,
((Hn ⋋ Un) × SUn)/Un or eah non-ommutative simple normal subgroup K1 6= SU2 of K
is ontained in either P or L⋄.
Proof. Essentially, this is a orollary of Lemma 10. Let K1 6= SU2 be a non-ommutative
simple normal subgroup of K that is not ontained in either L⋄ or P . Then either K1 = SOn
or K1 = SUn and there are P1 ∼= L
⋄
1
∼= K1 suh that K1 ⊂ P1×L
⋄
1. Besides, π
K
1 (K∗) = SOn−1
or πK1 (K∗) = Un−1, depending on K1. Aording to [8℄, L
⋄
1 an at non-trivially only on its
simplest module V (V = Rn or V = Cn) and V ⊂ n is an L-invariant subspae. Set CV =
Z(L)∩GL(V ). BeauseX is prinipal, CV ⊂ K and if CV is trivial, then π
K
1 (K∗) = (K1)∗(V ).
For K⋄1 = SUn we have (SUn)∗(C
n) = SUn−1, so CV = U1, (Un)∗(Cn) ∼= πK1 (K∗) = Un−1. In
ase K1 = SOn the group CV is trivial.
Denote by n1 := V + [V, V ] the Lie subalgebra generated by V , by N1 ⊂ N the or-
responding onneted subgroup. If K1 = SOn, then (K1)∗(m) = (U1)
[n/2]
. Aording to
ondition (iii) of Theorem 1, n1 has to be ommutative, i.e, n1 = V . If K1 = SUn, then n1
an be either a Heisenberg or a ommutative algebra.
Assume that X 6= ((N1 ⋋ (L1 × CV ))× P1)/(K1 × CV ). Then L = (L1 × CV × P1)× F ,
K = (K1 × CV )×H , where H ⊂ F . Let a be an L invariant omplement of n1 in n. Reall
that the ations (L1 × CV × P1) : a and F : n1 are trivial.
The remaining part (end) of the proof is the same as in Theorem 3. If a is a subalgebra
(ideal), then X is deomposable. Assume that [a, a] 6⊂ a. The ation L1 : a is trivial, hene
[a, a] ∩ V = 0. Thus [V, V ] ⊂ [a, a] and X is not maximal.
Let K1 = SU2 be a normal subgroup of K. Suppose it has a non-trivial projetions onto
P1 and L
⋄
1. If L
⋄
1 6= SU2, then, as we an see from Table 2a, L
⋄
1
∼= Spin8. But as was already
mentioned, the pair (SU2 × Spin8, SU2 × Sp2) is not spherial. So L
⋄
1 = SU2.
If πK1 (K∗) 6= K1, i.e., π
K
1 (K∗)
0 = U1, then K1 ⊂ P1 × L
⋄
1 and P1 = SU2. But if
πK1 (K∗) = K1 (and this an be the ase), then P1 an be larger and K1 an have a non-
trivial projetion onto some other simple fator P2 or L
⋄
2 = SU2.
Example 5. Let Spm−1,1 be a non-ompat real form of Sp2m(C). Set P := Spm−1,1 × Spl,
L⋄ := Sp1× Spn, K := Spm−1× Spl−1× Sp1× Spn and take for N a ommutative group H
n
.
The inlusions and ations are illustrated by the following diagram.
Spm−1,1 Spl Sp1
**VV
VVV
VVV
VVV
VVV
VVV
VVV Spn
''
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
P
Spm−1 Spl−1 Sp1
IIIIIII
UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU
Spn Hn
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The homogeneous spae ((N⋋L⋄)×P )/K is ommutative. Here L∗ = Spm−1,1×Spl×Sp1×
Spn−1 and K∗ = Spm−1 × Spl−1 × Sp1 × Spn−1.
To avoid ompliated tehnial details onerning ations and inlusions of normal sub-
group isomorphi to Sp1 we impose on X a ondition of Sp1-saturation.
5. Sp1-saturated spaes
Let X = (N ⋋ L)/K be a ommutative homogeneous spae. Let Li be a simple diret
fator of L. By our assumptions L is a produt L = Z(L)× Li × L
i
, where Li ontains all
diret fator Lj with j 6= i.
Definition 6. A ommutative homogeneous spae X is alled Sp1-saturated, if
(1) any normal subgroup K1 ∼= SU2 of K is ontained in either P or L
⋄
;
(2) if a simple diret fator Li is not ontained in P and πi(L∗) = Li, then Li ⊂ K;
(3) if there is an L-invariant subspae wj ⊂ (n/n
′) suh that for some Li the ation
Li : wj is non-trivial and the ation Z(L)×L
i : wj is irreduible, then Li ats on (n/n
′)/wj
trivially.
Example 6. Suppose that we have a linear ation of a onneted ompat group F = Sp1× Fˇ
on a vetor spae V and F = FˇF∗(V ), i.e., R[V ]F = R[V ]Fˇ . Then we an onstrut several
non-Sp1-saturated ommutative homogeneous spaes, for instane, (V ⋋F )/(U1× Fˇ ), ((V ⋋
F )×Sp1)/(Fˇ×Sp1), ((V ⋋F )×Spm)/(Fˇ×Sp1×Spm−1), ((V ⋋F )×Spm,1)/(Fˇ×Sp1×Spm),
where V is regarded as a simply onneted abelian group.
Consider a rooted tree with verties 0, 1, . . . , q, where 0 is the root. To eah vertex i
we attah a positive integer d(i). Assume that d(0) = 1. Let F be a produt of Spd(i) over
all verties, and Fˇ be a produt of Spd(i) over all verties exept the root. To eah edge
(i, j) we attah the vetor spae Hd(i) ⊗H Hd(j). Let V be a diret sum of all these spaes.
The group Spd(i) naturally ats on the first fator in H
d(i) ⊗ (
⊕
Hd(j)), where the sum is
taken over all j onneted with i. For example, a tree with two verties orresponds to a
linear representation Sp1 × Spd(1) : H
d(1)
. We an alulate F∗(V ) onseutively, desending
eah time one level in the tree and verifying that F = FˇF∗(V ). Using Lemma 5 and some
basi fats onerning representations of sympleti algebras one an prove that eah triple
(F, Fˇ , V ) with R[V ]F = R[V ]Fˇ orresponds to a tree desribed above.
This desription is ompliated, but the ommutative spaes obtained do not differ muh
from either reduible ones or spaes of Eulidian type. Example 6 is just the beginning of
another long story, whih will be onsidered elsewhere.
Example 7. Set X = ((N ⋋ (Spn × Sp1)) × Sp1)/(Spn × Sp1), where n = H
n ⊕ H0 is a
two-step nilpotent non-ommutative Lie algebra with [Hn,Hn] = H0, H0 is the spae of
purely imaginary quaternions, the normal subgroup Sp1 of K is the diagonal of the produt
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Sp1 × Sp1. Here H
n = Hn ⊗H H, where Spn ats on H
n
and Sp1 ats on H
1
; H0 ∼= sp1 as an
L-module, i.e., Spn ats on it trivially and Sp1 via adjoint representation.
Evidently, X = (N ⋋L)/K is not Sp1-saturated. We show that it is ommutative. First
we ompute the generi stabiliser L∗. Reall that (Spn × Sp1)∗(H
n) = Spn−1 × Sp1. Clearly
L∗(H0) = Spn×U1× Sp1, (Spn×U1)∗(H
n) = Spn−1×U1. We have L∗ = Spn−1×U1× Sp1,
K∗ = K ∩L∗ = Spn−1×U1, K∗(m) = Spn× ((Sp1)∗(sp1)) = Spn×U1. One an easily verify
onditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1. Tables of [23℄ and [24℄ shows that (iii) is also satisfied.
Let X be a non Sp1-saturated ommutative homogeneous spae. It an be made Sp1-
saturated by enlarging K, L and possibly N too. For instane, if a simple fator Sp1 of K
has non-trivial projetions onto P and L⋄, then we replae P by P×Sp1 or P×Sp1×Sp1 (the
seond replaement is needed if Sp1 has non-trivial projetions onto two simple fators of P ).
The group K is replaed by K×Sp1. Starting with the ommutative spaes from Example 7
we onstrut an Sp1-saturated ommutative homogeneous spae (Sp1 × Sp1/Sp1) × (N ⋋
K/K), where K = Sp1 × Spn and N is the same as before.
Example 8. Set L = K = Spn × Sp1 × Spm, n = H
n ⊕ Hm ⊕ H0, where both algebras Hn
and Hm are not ommutative and [Hn,Hn] = [Hm,Hm] = H0. We have S(g/k)K = S(n)K =
R[ξ1, ξ2, η], where ξ1 ∈ S2(Hn)Spn , ξ2 ∈ S2(Hm)Spm , η ∈ S2(H0)Sp1 , so the orresponding
homogeneous spae (N ⋋K)/K is ommutative. The third ondition of Definition 6 is not
fulfilled. If we want to enlarge L, we also need to enlarge N . As a Sp1-saturation we have
a produt of two ommutative spaes (Ni ⋋Ki)/Ki, where n1 = Hn ⊕H0, K1 = Spn × Sp1;
n2 = Hm ⊕H0, K2 = Spm × Sp1.
The proedure that is inverse to Sp1-saturation an have steps of three different types.
First, one simple fator Sp1 of K is replaed by U1; seond, two of three simple fators Sp1
of K are replaed by the diagonal of their produt; third, several simple fators Sp1 of L are
replaed by the diagonal of their produt, K is replaed by the intersetion of the former K
and new L and probably N is dereased.
Aording to Lemma 9, if (L,K) ontains any of the SU2 pairs ondition (2) of Defi-
nition 6 is not satisfied. So an Sp1-saturated maximal prinipal ommutative homogeneous
spae is a produt of the spaes from Table 2b, spaes of the type ((Rn⋋SOn)×SOn)/SOn,
((Hn ⋋ Un)× SUn)/Un, spherial homogeneous spae of a redutive Lie group and a spae
of Heisenberg type.
6. Commutative homogeneous spaes of Heisenberg type
In this setion we onsider homogeneous spaes of the type (K ⋌ N)/K. In this ase
S(g/k)K = S(n)K . We assume that n is not ommutative.
Let us deompose n/n′ into a sum of irreduible K-invariant subspaes, namely n/n′ =
w1 ⊕ ... ⊕ wp. As was proved in [23℄, if X is ommutative then [wi,wj] = 0 for i 6= j, also
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[wi,wi] = 0 if there is j 6= i suh that wi ∼= wj as a K-module. Denote by ni := wi⊕ [wi,wi]
the subalgebra generated by wi. Let v
i
stand for a K-invariant omplement of ni in n and
set Ki := K∗(v
i).
Theorem 5. ([27, Theorem 1℄) In the above notation, G/K is ommutative if and only if
eah Poisson algebra S(ni)
Ki
is ommutative.
Note that the irreduibility of wi is not important here. The statement of the theorem
remains true for any K-invariant subspae w ⊂ n/n′.
For onveniene of the reader we present here the lassifiation results of [23℄ and [24℄. All
maximal ommutative homogeneous spaes of Heisenberg type with n/n′ being an irreduible
K-module and dim n′ > 1 are listed in Table 3. The following notation is used:
n = w⊕ z, where z = n′ is the entre of n;
H0 is the spae of purely imaginary quaternions;
Cm ⊗Hn is the tensor produt over C;
Hm ⊗Hn is the tensor produt over H;
HΛ2Dn, where D = C or H, is the skew-Hermitian square of D;
HS20H
n
is the spae of Hermitian quaternion matries of order n with zero trae.
For all ases in Table 3 the ommutation operation w × w 7→ z is uniquely determined by
the ondition of K-equivariane. Notation (U1·)F means that K an be either F or U1 · F .
Cases in whih U1 is neessary are indiated in the olumn U1. Some spaes are not always
maximal. This is indiated in the olumn max.
Table 3.
K w z U1 max
1 SOn Rn Λ2Rn = son
2 Spin7 R
8 R7
3 G2 R7 R7
4 (U1·)SUn Cn Λ2Cn ⊕ R
(n even)
5 (U1·)SUn Cn Λ2Cn
(n odd)
6 Un Cn HΛ2Cn = un
7 (U1·)Spn H
n HS20H
n ⊕H0
8 U1 · Spin7 C
8 R7 ⊕ R
9 Sp1 × Spn H
n H0 = sp1 n > 2
10 Sp2 × Spn H
2 ⊗Hn HΛ2H2 = sp2
11 (U1·)SU2 × SUn C2 ⊗ Cn HΛ2C2 = u2 n = 2
12 U2 × Spn C
2 ⊗Hn HΛ2C2 = u2
In the general ase, the lassifiation of maximal prinipal Sp1-saturated ommutative
spaes of Heisenberg type is being done in the following way. If (N⋋K)/K is a ommutative
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homogeneous spae of non-Eulidian type, then there is a non-ommutative subspae w1 ⊂
(n/n′). Denote by Ke the maximal onneted subgroup of K ating on w1 effetively and
by πe the projetion onto Ke in K. Reall that n1 := w1 ⊕ [w1,w1].
If n1 is not a Heisenberg algebra (i.e., dim n
′
1 > 1), then the pair (Ke, n1) is a entral
redution of some pair from Table 3. If n1 is a Heisenberg algebra, then (Ke, n1) orresponds
to an irreduible spherial representation Ke(C) : W , in a sense that w1 is a Ke-invariant
real form of W ⊕W ∗. Aording to Ka's list [10℄, there are 14 suh ases.
For any ommutative homogeneous spae (N1 ⋋Ke)/Ke, where n1/n
′
1 = w1, we have to
find out if it arise in the aforementioned way from some larger ommutative homogeneous
spae (N˜ ⋋K)/K, and if so, list all of them. Note that K1 ats on n1 as πe(K
1). Due to
lemma 5 and the third ondition of Definition 6, πe(K
1) is a proper subgroup of Ke.
As was proved in [3℄, homogeneous spae (N ⋋ F )/F , where n = Rn ⊕ Λ2Rn, is not
ommutative for any proper subgroup F ⊂ SOn. So if n1 orresponds to the first row of
Table 3, then, by Lemma 5, n = n1.
We say that the ation K : n is ommutative if the orresponding homogeneous spae
(N ⋋K)/K is ommutative.
Lemma 11. Suppose that Ke = K
′
e × U1, [w1,w1] 6= 0 and w1 = W ⊗ R
2
, where K ′e ats
on W and U1 on R2. Let F be a proper subgroup of K ′e. If the ation F : W is reduible
then (N1 ⋋ (F ×U1))/(F × U1) is not ommutative.
Proof. We show that the ation of H = (SOn × SOm) × SO2 on n1 ∼= (Rn ⊕ Rm) ⊗ R2 ⊕
[w1,w1] annot be ommutative. Assume that it is ommutative and apply Theorem 5. We
have H∗(Rn ⊗ R2)0 = SOn−1 × SOm. The subspae Rm ⊗ R2 is a sum of two isomorphi
SOn−1×SOm-modules. Hene, Rm⊗R2 is a ommutative subalgebra of n1. This an happen
only if [w1,w1] = 0.
Lemma 12. Let (N ⋋K)/K be a ommutative homogeneous spae from Table 3, but not
from the seond, third or ninth row. Suppose a subgroup F ⊂ K ats on n/n′ reduibly.
Then (N ⋋ F )/F is not ommutative.
Proof. Assume that (N ⋋ F )/F is ommutative. Then due to Proposition 15 of [23℄ there
are at list two subspaes V1, V2 ⊂ n/n
′
, suh that V1⊕V2 = n/n
′
and [V1, V2] = 0. Evidently,
this is not true in ases 1, 4, 5, 6. For the same reason, in ases 10, 11 and 12 F ontains
the first simple fator of K, either Sp2 or SU2.
In the seventh ase F has to be a subgroup of Spm × Spn−m. Subspaes H
m
and Hn−m
do not ommute with eah other. For the eighth ase we apply Lemma 11.
In ase 10, we have F ⊂ Sp2 × Spm × Spn−m, F∗(H
2 ⊗ Hm) ⊂ Sp1 × Sp1 × Spn. The
subspae H2 ⊗Hn−m is a sum of two isomorphi F∗(H2 ⊗Hm)-modules. Hene, H2 ⊗Hn−m
is a ommutative subalgebra of n. But this is not the ase.
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In ase 11, F is a subgroup of either SU2 × Um × Un−m or SU2 × Spm/2 for even m.
The first ase is just the same as the previous one. For the seond ase note that as a
SU2 × Spm/2-module C
2 ⊗ Cn ∼= Hm/2 ⊕Hm/2. The 12-th ase is exatly the same.
Corollary (of the proof). Let (N ⋋K)/K be a non-Eulidian entral redution of a homo-
geneous spae from row 8, 11 or 12 of Table 3. Then (N ⋋F )/F is not ommutative for any
proper subgroup of F ⊂ K ating on n/n′ reduibly.
Note that this statement is not true for a entral redution (Un,Cn⊕R) of the pair from
the 6-th row of Table 3.
Lemma 13. Suppose πe(K
1) = (U1)
n
and a homogeneous spae (N1 ⋋K
1)/K1 is ommu-
tative. Then n1 = R2n ⊕ R, Ke = Un.
Proof. An irreduible representation of U1 on a real vetor spae is either trivial (R) or R2.
If w1 is the sum of more than n K
1
-invariant summands, then two of them are isomorphi
and there is a non-zero η ∈ w1 suh that [η,w1] = 0. But Keη = w1 ⊂ z(n1). By the same
reason w
(U1)n
1 = 0. Beause the ation (U1)
n : w1 is loally effetive, w1 = R2n. We have
Λ2R2 = R, hene K1 ats on n′1 trivially. Eah element of Ke is ontained in some maximal
torus, that is up to onjugation in πe(K
1). Hene Ke ats on n
′
1 trivially and Ke ⊂ Un.
The group Un has no proper subgroups of rank n ating on R2n irreduibly. Thus we have
Ke = Un, n
′
1 = (Λ
2Rn)Un ∼= R.
From now on, let (N ⋋ K)/K be an indeomposable maximal Sp1-saturated prinipal
ommutative spae with n1 6= n. In partiular, the onneted entre Z(Ke) of Ke ats on v
1
trivially. Let a ⊂ n be a K-invariant subalgebra. Clearly, if the ationK : n is ommutative,
then K : a is also ommutative. We assume that K : n is not a subation of some larger
ommutative ation.
Assume for the time being that K ′e is simple and denote it by K1. Deompose n into a
sum of K-invariant subspaes n = n1⊕V2⊗D2 V
2⊕ ...⊕Vq⊗Dq V
q⊕Vtr, where Vi are pairwise
non-isomorphi irreduible non-trivial K1-modules, Vtr and V
i
are trivial K1-modules and
all the other simple normal subgroups of K at on Vi trivially. First we have to desribe
possible Vi, then dimensions of V
i
, afterwards the ations K :
q⊕
i=2
Vi ⊗ V
i
and K : Vtr. One
again we use

Elashvili's lassifiation [8℄. Lemma 13 tells us that the adjoint representation
an be among Vi only for (Ke, n1) = (Un,Cn ⊕ R). Note that if Vtr is not ontained in n′,
then there is a simple fator of K ating non-trivially both on
q⊕
i=2
Vi ⊗ V
i
and Vtr.
Reall that πe(K
1) is ontained in the produt Z(Ke)·N(ξ), where N(ξ) := {k ∈ K1|kξ ∈
Diξ} is the normaliser of a generi vetor ξ ∈ Vi. Suppose (K1)∗(Vi) is trivial or finite.
Then πe(K
1) is finite for Di = R and ommutative for Di = C. In the following lemma we
prove that for Di = H the projetion πe(K1) is also ommutative.
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Lemma 14. Let F ⊂ Spn, n ≥ 2 and (F∗(H
n))0 = E. Then the image of the generi
stabiliser (F × Spm)∗(H
n ⊗Hm) under the projetion on F is ommutative.
Proof. Assume that this is not the ase, i.e., the image ontains Sp1. Then this is true
not only for generi points, but for all of them, in partiular, for deomposable vetors. In
other words, the restrition F |ξH for ξ 6= 0, ξ ∈ Hn ontains Sp1. Due to Lemma 5, we have
F = Spn. But then F∗(H
n) = Spn−1.
Example 9. Let (Ke, n1) be a pair from the seond row of Table 3. We show that n ⊂
n1⊕R7⊗R2. All representations of Spin7 are orthogonal, so here all Di equal R. The group
Spin7 has only three irreduible representations with infinite generi stabiliser, namely so7,
R7 and R8. If Vi = R8 for some i, then K1 has a non-zero invariant in w1, whih ommute
with w1. This is a ontradition. Thus n = n1 ⊕ R7 ⊗ V 2 ⊕ Vtr. If dimV 2 ≥ 3, then
πe(K
1) ⊂ SU2×SU2. But the ation SU2×SU2 : (C2⊕C2)⊕R7 is not ommutative. In ase
dimV 2 = 2 we have πe(K
1) = Spin5 = Sp2. The pair (Sp2,H
2⊕R7) is a entral redution of
the pair from the 7-th row of Table 3 with n = 2 by a subgroup orresponding to H0 (here
HS20H
2 ∼= R7 as a Sp2-module).
We have seen that dimV 2 ≤ 2, so no simple normal subgroup of K exept Spin7 ats
non-trivially on V2 ⊗ V
2
. Assume that there is a non-ommutative subspae w2 ⊂ n. It is
either R7 or R7 ⊗ R2. The first ase is not possible, beause Λ2R7 ∼= so7 as a Spin7-module.
In the seond ase we apply Theorem 5 to w2 = R7 ⊗ R2. Reall that, K = Spin7 or K =
Spin7×SO2, (Spin7)∗(R
8⊕R7) ⊂ Spin6. By Lemma 11, the ation SO6×SO2 : w2⊕ [w2,w2]
is ommutative only if [w2,w2] = 0. The orresponding ommutative spae is indiated in
the 13-th row of Table 4.
There are 9 ases in whih Ke has two simple fators. Namely, 4 last rows of Table 3
and there entral redutions, and 3 irreduible spherial representations: (C∗·)SLm × SLn :
Cm⊗Cn, (C∗·)SLn×Sp4 : C
n⊗C4, GL3×Spn : C
3⊗C2n. We have to arry the same proedure
for both simple normal subgroups of K.
For onveniene of the reader, we list here all irreduible representations of sun with non-
trivial generi stabiliser. They are desribed by the highest weights of the omplexifiations
V (C) with respet to sln.
Table An−1.
n representation (SUn)∗(V )
0
R(̟1)⊕ R(̟1)
∗ SUn−1
R(̟2)⊕ R(̟2)
∗ (SU2)
[n/2]
R(2̟1)⊕ R(2̟1)
∗ (U1)
[n/2]
R(̟1 +̟
∗
1) (U1)
n−1
4 R(̟2) Sp2
6 2R(̟3) (U1)
2
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Note that the ation (SUn)∗(V ) : Cn is irreduible only in one ase: n = 4, V = R(ϕ2) ∼= R6.
For almost all pairs from Table 3, the ation K1 : w1 have to be irreduible. This leaves
only a few possibilities for Vi. The obtained ommutative spaes are listed in rows 2, 4, 5 of
Table 4.
The Lie group G2 has only two irreduible representations with non-trivial generi sta-
biliser, namely adjoint one and R7. Thus, if (Ke, n1) is the pair from the 3-d row of Table
3, then K = Ke and n = n1.
Calulations in ases ((U1) · Spn,H
n⊕H0), ((U1) · Spn,H
n⊕R) and (Sp1 · Spn,H
n⊕ sp1)
do not differ muh. By our assumptions subgroups U1 and Sp1 at on v
1
trivially. The result
is given in rows 9, 10, 11 and 12 of Table 4.
If n′ is a trivialK-module, the alulations are even simpler. However, we have more suh
ases. Assume that n1 is not ommutative. Reall that w1(C) = W1 ⊕W ∗1 as a K-module.
We have to hek whether the ation πe(K
1) : W1 is spherial or not. We will onsider one
example in full details.
Lemma 15. Let (N⋋K)/K, where K = SU2×F be a prinipal Sp1-saturated ommutative
spae. Suppose that the image of the projetion of K∗(n) on SU2 ontains U1. Then there
are three possibilities: K = SU2, n = R3; F = (S)Us or F = (U1·)Sps/2, n = C
2 ⊗ Cs ⊕ R;
F = (S)U4, n = (C2 ⊗ C4 ⊕ R)⊕ R6.
Proof. Note that the intersetion of two distint general subgroups U1 ⊂ SU2 is finite.
Hene, n ontains only one irreduible K-invariant subspae on whih SU2 ats non-trivially.
The Lie algebra su2 has only two non-trivial representations with a non-trivial generi nor-
maliser, namely R3 and C2. The first one is orthogonal and an not be ontained in n in the
form R3⊗Rs for s > 1. Assume that C2 ⊗Cs ⊂ n. The group F ats on a generi subspae
C2 ⊂ Cs as U1 or as SU2. It an be easily verified that the first ase is not possible. In
the seond one F and Um have the same orbits in Cm, i.e., Um = FUm−1. Aording to
the lassifiation [18℄ , there are only 4 listed in the lemma possibilities for F . Suppose F
ats (non-trivially) on some other K-invariant subspae V ⊂ n. Then Cs is an irreduible
F∗(V )-module. This an only happen for s = 4, F = (S)U4 and V = R6.
Example 10. We desribe all possible prinipal Sp1-saturated maximal ommutative pairs
(K, n) for (Ke, n1) = ((U1·)SUn,Cn ⊕ R).
First assume that n = 2. The ation U1 · U1 : C2 ⊕ R is ommutative. Hene we an
"replae" SU2 by U1. This yields the three possibilities from Lemma 15.
Suppose n > 2. From Table An−1 we know that sun has the following irreduible repre-
sentations with non-trivial generi stabiliser: sun, Cn, Λ2Cn for n > 4 and R6 for n = 4. All
of them an our in v1 as Vi. The first one is orthogonal, so for s > 1 the spae sun ⊗ Rs
ould not be a subspae of v1. Moreover, if V2 = sun, then v
1 = sun, beause a rank of any
proper subalgebra f ⊂ sun is smaller then n − 1. The ation Un : n1 ⊕ sun is ommutative.
In the following we assume that sun is not ontained in v
1
.
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Consider the ase n = 4. We have v1 = R6⊗Rs⊕C4⊗V 3⊕Vtr. Note that (SU4)∗(R6⊗R3)
is finite, so s ≤ 2. Also (U1 · U4)∗(R6 ⊗ R2 ⊕ C4) = (U1)3 and C4 is not a spherial
representation of (C∗)3. Hene, for s = 2 we have (K, n) = ((S)U4(·SO2),C4⊕R⊕R6⊗R2).
Another possible pair is (U4 ·U1, (C4⊕R)⊕R6⊕ (C4⊕R)). The rest of this ase is the same
for general n and is dealt upon below.
Note that (SUn)∗(Λ
2Cn ⊕ Λ2Cn) = U1 and (SUn)∗(Λ2Cn ⊕ Cn) = {E}. Thus we have
either n = n1 ⊕ (Λ
2Cn ⊕ R) or n = n1 ⊕ Cn ⊗D2 V
2 ⊕ Vtr. Here D2 equals C or R. If
D2 = R and dim V 2 > 1, then πe(K1) is ontained in U1 · Un−2 ⊂ U2 · Un−2. Evidently, the
U1 · Un−2-module Cn is not spherial. Hene, D2 = C.
Similar to the proof of Lemma 15 we obtain that K∗(Vtr)/SUn ats on V
2 = Cs as (S)Us
or Sps/2 for even s. In the seond ase (for s ≥ 4) we have πe(K
1) ⊂ (U1)
2 · SUn−3, but the
ation (C∗)2 : C3 is not spherial. Thus Vtr = R is a trivialK-module and n ⊂ n1⊕C2⊗Cs⊕R.
It is not diffiult to show, that If (Ke, n1) is one of the pairs: (U1 · SOn, hn) with n 6= 8,
(Un, S
2Cn ⊕ R), (U1 · Spin9, h16), (U1 · G2, h7), (U1 · E26, h27), then K = Ke, n = n1. One
has to use the list of [8℄ and for some ases Lemma 11.
We will not onsider other ases. They are similar to Example 10.
All ommutative homogeneous spaes of Hiesenberg type satisfying our restritions are
listed in Table 4. The algebra n
max
is given in the following way. Eah subspae in
parentheses represent a subalgebra wi ⊕ [wi,wi]. The spaes given outside parentheses are
ommutative. The ation of K is uniquely determined by irreduibility and by Table 3.
Notation (SUn,Un,U1 ·Spn/2) means that this normal subgroup of K an be equal either
of these three groups. Symbol Spn/2 has sense only for even n. For n odd, the group Spn/2
does not exist, so it annot be a subgroup of K.
Theorem 6. All indeomposable Sp1-saturated maximal prinipal ommutative homoge-
neous spaes (N ⋋K)/K with non-ommutative n and reduible n/n′ are given in Table 4
in a sense that n is a K-invariant subalgebra of n
max
.
Proof. We have seen above how one an prove that all suh ommutative spaes are on-
tained in Table 4. Now we prove that all listed spaes are ommutative. We do it using
Theorem 5 and the list of the spherial representations given in [12℄. It is proved in [3℄, [4℄
and [14℄ that spaes listed in rows 3, 7, 8, 9, 15, 18 and 19 are ommutative.
Suppose n ontains a ommutative K-invariant ideal R6. Aording to Theorem 5, K : n
is ommutative if and only if K∗(R6) : n/R6 is ommutative. For seond, 4-th and 5-th rows
of Table 4 pairs K∗(R6) : n/R6 are ontained in Table 3, hene, ommutative. For 6-th,
20-th and 23-d rows of Table 4 pairs K∗(R6) : n/R6 orrespond to spherial representations
listed in [4℄, [14℄. Analogously, for the 22-d row pair K∗(R6⊕R6) : n/(R6⊕R6) orresponds
to a spherial representation.
Let (N ⋋ L)/K be a ommutative homogeneous spae. Then the ation K : n ⊕ (l/k),
where l/k is a ommutative ideal, is ommutative. The pairs from the first and 12-th rows
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of Table 4 are obtained in suh a way from ommutative spaes ((Hn ⋋ Un) × SUn)/Un
and (H2n ⋋ U2n)/Spn. In ase [n, n] = 0, we obtain a ommutative homogeneous spae
of Eulidian type. Thus essentially these are the only non-trivial examples given by this
onstrution.
In the remaining eight ases we use Theorem 5. For instane, take the 11-th row with
K = Spn × Spm. Here n ontains only one non-ommutative subspae w1
∼= Hn. Set d =
|n−m| and s = min(n,m). Then K1 = K∗(Hn×Hm) = (Sp1)
d×Sps. Anyway K
1/(K1∩P1)
ontains (Sp1)
n
. To onlude note that the ation Sp1 : (H⊕H0) is ommutative aording
to Table 3.
Table 4.
K n
max
1 Un (Cn ⊕ R)⊕ sun
2 U4 (C4 ⊕ Λ2C4 ⊕ R)⊕ R6
3 U1 · Un (Cn ⊕ R)⊕ (Λ2Cn ⊕ R)
4 SU4 (C4 ⊕HS20H
2 ⊕ R)⊕ R6
5 U2 · U4 (C2 ⊗ C4 ⊕HΛ2C2)⊕ R6
6 SU4 · Um (C4 ⊗ Cm ⊕ R)⊕ R6
7 Um ·Un (Cm ⊗ Cn ⊕ R)⊕ (Cm ⊕ R)
8 Um · SU2 ·Up (Cm ⊗ C2 ⊕ R)⊕ (C2 ⊗ Cp ⊕ R)
9 U1 · U1 · Spn (H
n ⊕ R)⊕ (Hn ⊕ R)
10 Spn · Sp1 · (Sp1,U1, {E}) (H
n ⊕H0)⊕H1 ⊗Hn
11 Spn · (Sp1,U1) · Spm (H
n ⊕H0)⊕Hn ⊗Hm
12 Spn · (Sp1,U1, {E}) (H
n ⊕H0)⊕HS20H
n
13 Spin7 · (SO2, {E}) (R
8 ⊕ R7)⊕ R7 ⊗ R2
14 U1 · Spin7 (C
7 ⊕ R)⊕ R8
15 U1 · U1 · Spin8 (C
8
+ ⊕ R)⊕ (C
8
−
⊕ R)
16 U1 · Spin10 (C
16 ⊕ R)⊕ R10
17 (SUn,Un,U1 · Spn/2) · SU2 (C
n ⊗ C2 ⊕ R)⊕ su2
18 (SUn,Un,U1 · Spn/2) ·U2 (C
n ⊗ C2 ⊕ R)⊕ (C2 ⊕ R)
19 (SUn,Un,U1·Spn/2)·SU2·(SUn,Un,U1·Spn/2) (C
n ⊗ C2 ⊕ R)⊕ (C2 ⊗ Cn ⊕ R)
20 (SUn,Un,U1 · Spn/2) · SU2 · U4 (C
n⊗C2⊕R)⊕(C2⊗C4⊕R)⊕R6
21 U4 · U2 R6 ⊕ (C4 ⊗ C2 ⊕ R)⊕ su2
22 U4 · U2 · U4 R6⊕(C4⊗C2⊕R)⊕(C2⊗C4⊕R)⊕R6
23 U1 · U1 · SU4 (C4 ⊕ R)⊕ (C4 ⊕ R)⊕ R6
24 (U1·)SU4(·SO2) (C4 ⊕ R)⊕ R6 ⊗ R2
Remark 3. Suppose G is a omplex redutive group. Let X be a smooth affine algebrai
spherialG-variety. By Luna's slie theorem, see [15℄, we haveX = G×HW , where H ⊂ G is
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a redutive subgroup and W is a finite-dimensional H-module. As was proved by Knop and
Panyushev (private ommuniations),H is a spherial subgroup of G andW is a multipliity
free representation of H∗(g/h). Let K ⊂ H be a maximal ompat subgroup, V = (g/h)R
a K-invariant real form of g/h and n = W ⊕ R a Heisenberg algebra orresponding to W .
Aording to Theorem 5 and [3℄, the ation K : n⊕ V is ommutative.
7. Conlusion
Theorem 7. Any maximal indeomposable prinipal Sp1-saturated ommutative homoge-
neous spae belongs to the one of the following four lasses:
1) affine spherial homogeneous spaes of redutive real Lie groups;
2) spaes orresponding to the rows of Table 2b;
3) homogeneous spae ((Rn⋋SOn)×SOn)/SOn, ((Hn⋋Un)×SUn)/Un, where the normal
subgroups SOn and SUn of K are diagonally embedded into SOn × SOn and SUn × SUn,
respetively;
4) ommutative homogeneous spaes of Heisenberg type.
Proof. Let X = G/K be a ommutative homogeneous spae. If G is redutive, X belongs
to the first lass. If L = K then it is a spae of Heisenberg type.
Assume that G is not redutive and L 6= K. Suppose a simple fator K1 of K has
non-trivial projetions onto both P and L⋄. Then due to ondition (1) of the definition of
Sp1-saturated ommutative spaes, K1 6= SU2. By theorem 4, X belongs to the 3-d lass.
If all simple fators of K are ontained in either P or L⋄, then, beause X is prinipal,
P 0/(P 0 ∩ K) is a fator of X . But X is indeomposable and G is not redutive, so P 0 is
trivial. Thus, X satisfies ondition (∗).
If there is a simple fator L1 of L suh that π1(L∗) 6= K and L1 $ K, then, aording
to Theorem 3, X is ontained in the seond lass. If there is no suh fator, then also by
Theorem 3, (L,K) is a produt of pairs of the type (SU2×SU2×SU2, SU2), (SU2×SU2, SU2)
or (SU2,U1) and a pair (K
1, K1), where K1 is a ompat Lie group. But these pairs (exept
(K1, K1)) are not allowed in Sp1-saturated ommutative spae. The seond ondition of
the definition of Sp1-saturated ommutative spae ontradits the onditions of Lemma 8.
Thus, L would be equal K, but this is not the ase.
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